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SIZE
approx 15¾ x 79”/40 x 200 cm  

MATERIALS
Schachenmayr Ikaria, 100 g balls

color 00081 (grape color)  Knäuel 1
color 00082 (flowerfield color)  Knäuel 1
color 00083 (dune color)  Knäuel 1
color 00084 (breeze color) Knäuel 1
color 00085 (mosaic color) Knäuel 1  

Use only balls of the same color batch. The yarn usage can vary from one 

knitter to another.

NEEDLES & NOTIONS
One size US 10 (6 mm) circular needle 24”/60 cm long
2 stitch markers
Yarn needle

ABBREVIATIONS
beg = begin(s)(ning)
cm = centimeter
foll = follow(s)(ing)
g  = grams
inc = increase
k  = knit
mm = millimeter
oz  = ounce
pat = pattern
rep = repeat
rem = remain(s)(ing)
RS = right side
st(s) = stitch(es)
tog = together
WS = wrong side
yo  = yarn over

GAUGE 
In pattern stitch (knit very loosely): 12 sts and 22 rows  
= 4 x 4”/10 x 10 cm.

STITCH GLOSSARY
Edge Pattern
On RS rows work the first and last 3 sts as foll: K1, slip 1 st 
purlwise with yarn in front of work, k1.
On WS rows work the first and last 3 sts as foll: Slip 1 st 
purlwise with yarn in front of work, k1. slip 1 st purlwise with 
yarn in front of work.
Make one (M1): Insert left-hand needle into horizontal 
strand between last st worked and next st on needle, k  
through back loop of this strand to increase 1 st.
Diagonal Pattern
(after casting on 80 sts)
Row 1 (WS): 3 sts edge pat, place maker, k 74, place marker, 
3 sts edge pat.
Row 2 (RS): 3 sts edge pat, slip marker, k2tog, k71, M1, k1, 
slip marker, 3 sts edge pat.
Row 3 (WS): 3 sts edge pat, slip marker, k74, slip marker, 3 
sts edge pat.
Row 4 (RS): 3 sts edge pat, slip marker, k2tog, * yo, k1; rep 
from * to 1 st before next marker, work (k, yo, k1 through 
back loop) in next st, slip marker, 3 sts edge pat.
Row 5 (WS): 3 sts edge pat, pm, k74, letting yo‘s drop and 
pull to make a long st, slip marker, 3 sts edge pat.
Rows 6–9: Rep rows 2–5.
Rows 10 and 11: Rep rows 2 and 3.
Row 12: Rep row 2.
Rep rows 1–12 for diagonal pat.

Stripe Pattern
Every 16“/40 cm (or 1 ball) grape color (81), flowerfield color 
(82), dune color (83), breeze color (84), mosaic color (85). 

INSTRUCTIONS
The increases and decreases create the diagonal pat. Be 
sure that there are always the same number of sts between 
the 3 edge pat sts!

With US 10 (6 mm) needle and grape color loosely cast on 
80 sts. Beg with a WS rows, work rows 1–12 of diagonal pat 
and stripe pat. Always beg a new color at the beg of a row. 
When piece measures approx. 80“/200 cm, ending with 
the last mosaic color and a row 12 of pat, bind off. 
Weave in all ends.
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